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Core level spectroscopy



Absorption and
Fermi’s Golden Rule
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Dielectric function
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X-rays vs electrons
Identical theory to the first approximation

BUT

Electrons:

- Carry much more momentum
- Can be focussed into probes
- Can interact with ejected electrons



Core level spectroscopy

At high energies:



Dipole approximation

Dipole term
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Core level spectra can be thought of as angular 
momentum projected density of states



General strategy

Calculate KS wavefunctions and eigenvalues

Structural optimisation

Calculate self consistent ground state density

Evalulate matrix elements between core 
and conduction states

Form a weighted density of states



Periodic boundary conditions
Al Bandstructure

1st Brillouin zone

Use the translational 
symmetry of the crystal

!nk(r) = eik·runk(r)
Bloch’s theorem



Density of states

Gaussian broadening or linear tetrahedron method 
(extrapolative)
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Plane waves

ei(k+G)·r
Basis functions

Unlike atom centred atomic orbitals or gaussian 
functions, there is no “origin” to a plane wave
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The quality of the basis is controlled by a single number

A Fourier series

Easy for theory and computation



Pseudopotentials

Na

The core electrons are “frozen” and the valence 
orbitals smoothed within the “core radius”

All-electron potential

Pseudopotential

rc

All-electron wavefunction

Pseudowavefunction



A pseudopotential theory

We must fix up the wavefunction near the nucleus
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Projector augmented waves

C Si



Matrix elements

Dipole



Energy dependence

Si L23



Core hole effects



Core hole effects

*



Theoretical approaches

Weak
Perturbative approach - Clogston-Wolff

Strong
Atomic multiplet theory

In many insulators it is somewhere inbetween 
and is a challenge ...



Single particle approach
Beyond the “sudden” approximation

1) Core electron ejected
2) Lattice remains fixed
3) Final states relax

Initial core state from an atomic calculation

Final states from self consistent calculation 
with a single excited atom

Exploit separation of timescales:



Supercell approximation



Supercell approximation



Excited atom

Z+1 approximation
(eg replace C with N)

Constrained calculation
(only possible with AE code)

Excited pseudopotentials
(need to be able to generate PSPs)



On-the-fly 
pseudopotentials

A feature unique to CASTEP

Remember and use the generation data for PAW

Great power - and responsibility

TEST!!!  



Core hole effects
Put the core hole in the pseudopotential

Use the supercell approximation

The strength of the 
core hole effect varies 

considerably from 
material to material

 Screening  

C diamond



Core hole strength



Boron Nitride
B N

“Cubic boron nitride: experimental and theoretical energy-loss near edge structure”, 
Jayawardane, Pickard,  Brown and Payne, 

Phys. Rev. B, 64, 115107 (2001)



Theory overview



Why plane waves?

Ease of use

Large complex low 
symmetry problems

Structural relaxation



Complications

The challenge is to tackle these without 
losing the efficiency that allows realistic 

systems to be investigated

Excited state lifetimes determine the 
energy dependent broadening

Where should the excited electron be put?
Linking with multiplet theory

How well does KS describe the excited states?
Magnetism

Beyond the dipole approximation
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